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Bonfire in Scheveningen (NL)
In Scheveningen (NL) it is a tradition to welcome
the New Year with a bonfire. Hundreds of pallets
are burned.

We as Cekamon like traditions, however we
would like to start 2014 with our own vision:
Recycle before burning.

Recycle before burning:
An article in the leading Dutch journal “Houtwereld” confirms our
vision.
We quote from this article:

“Residents of a neighbourhood in the Dutch city Zwolle were not
amused when they received there energy bill of a wood heated power
plant. In contradiction of promises heating the power plant on wood
was more expensive then heating it on gas."

Massive price increase for softwood on stem
Fedustria the Belgium federation for wood industries announces that
prices for softwood on stem are raised massively. As a result of this,
prices of sawn timber will raise in short term as well.
Reasons given by Fedustria:
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3) Growth of the American construction industry

Cekamons view:
Sort your pallets, then (if possible) repair them. If you can’t repair them only then dismantle them.
Re-use the wood gained from the dismantled pallets in production of new pallets. Only burn the wood
which is no longer useful.
Please click on one of the links for our machines.
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Other products at Cekamon are Workbench, Pallet Stacker, Pallet Tipper, Repair line, Dust extraction,
Reciprocating machines and Saw blades.

New Repair and production line delivered
Last December we completed a repair and
production line at Paletterie 2000 in Belgium.
With this line it is possible to dismantle obsolete
pallets. The usable boards out of these pallets
are directly re-used in the production of new
pallets. With the other part of this line Euro pallets
can be repaired, using a Cekamon PalletSaw for
preparing the pallets for repair. After the pallets
are prepared they move in a vertical position to 3
workbenches were they are repaired. Once the
pallets are repaired, they are transferred to a
pallet stacker over a chain conveyor under the
workbenches.

Saving space and time are, as well as the fact
that employees are no longer walking around with
pallets, clear advantages of this line.

Vertical transfer of prepared pallets

New possibilities on the Cekamon Expert nailing table

To be able too produce extra long pallets Cekamon created and
delivered, on request of a several customers, the Expert XL.

With the Expert XL it is possible to produce pallets with 12 or even 15
blocks. Producing pallets with a length of 2 or 3 meters is no longer a
problem.

Delivery of new Cekamon PalletSaws
Again we delivered a PalletSaw to new customers in
United Kingdom, Hungary, Czech Republic and Iceland.
These customer also work with our unique PalletSaw.
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